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goCIO ENTERS INTO A STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP WITH ÉQUIPE MICROFIX 

 

Montreal, November 7, 2018 - Today, goCIO announced it has entered into a strategic partnership with Équipe 

Microfix. goCIO, with its experienced IT strategy, will now offer first-rate infrastructure management, development 

and implementation from Équipe Microfix. This relationship will give goCIO’s new and existing clients access to a 

larger range of services when realizing their IT objectives, including security, best practices and risk reduction. 

 

The goCIO mission is to deliver maximum business value through technology. By providing proper IT assessment, 

recommendations, and implementation, clients can realize their technology goals. All of the company’s services 

are on-demand, so SMBs can benefit from the executive level work that until now only a full-time CIO could 

provide. 

 

“We’re thrilled to be a Microfix partner” said James Wood, goCIO’s Founder and Principal Consultant. “With a 

unique team of specialists, they offer solutions that cater to the IT needs of small and medium sized businesses. 

Our clients will only benefit from their expertise.” 

 

Équipe Microfix’s focal point is managed IT support at a fixed monthly cost. With a an excellent team and strong 

mix of strategic partners and service providers, they are well positioned continue to expand in the market. 

 

“We’re proud to have goCIO as a partner, and our team is ready to embark on future projects with their staff” said 

Mathieu Jacques, owner of Équipe Microfix. “We’re looking forward to a long-term relationship.” 

 

About goCIO // gocio.ca 

Since 2016 goCIO provides SMBs with on-demand, interim and project based executive level services to help them 

review their IT environment, create a roadmap, facilitate change and realize both short and long-term goals. Their 

clients come from a variety of sectors: law firms, industry associations, distribution, non-profits, advertising and 

publishing, and more. 

 

About Équipe Microfix // equipemicrofix.com 

Équipe Microfix specializes in IT infrastructure. Since 2001, they have adapted and developed IT and support 

solutions. Their team of experts works to support clients at all levels, and they are constantly improving their tools 

to ensure the best service at the best price. 
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For further information: James Wood, 1 844-834-0935 ext 200, james@gocio.ca 
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